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Missing your loved ones? Did you know we are offering several different
ways to help you stay connected?





Virtual Visits: Using cell phones or Ipads, so you can see and speak with your family
Window Wave Visits: See your family from the comfort of the indoors, and speak with
them on the phone.
Phone calls: We can help you connect by phone
Outdoor Visits: By appointment only—have a visit in a private courtyard outdoors in
the fresh air with your designated essential visitor.

Either you or your family can request one of these visits. Most are by appointment only.
You (or your family member) may call our booking line at 780-577-4629, or speak to
your Care Manager or Unit Clerk and they can pass on your request.
We have had an overwhelming number of requests, so please be patient. We will respond to all requests, but it may take us a couple of days to get back to you. Also, we are
trying to ensure that everyone gets a turn for a visit, so we are having to limit the number
of visits each resident may have.

NEWS FOR RESIDENTS
Including: Special Events, Programs, Services and
Happenings from Around St. Joseph’s
10707 - 29 Avenue NW

Edmonton, AB T6J 6W1

780.430.9110

NEWS FROM SPIRITUAL CARE
Do you believe in magic? Wouldn’t it be nice if we could wave a magic wand
and this whole COVID19 thing could disappear? Unfortunately that’s not
possible. We may have to “stay the course” for the next few weeks or months
and follow the rules set by the Chief Medical Officer of Health. We have to
keep everyone safe … residents, patients, family members, volunteers, and
staff. In the meantime, let’s be kind to each other and let’s be patient with
each other. If the whole situation is “getting you down”, remember that there
are people around you whom you can talk to. Don’t forget that there’s a spiritual care team (Chaplains Trevor and Mark) who are here to listen and help
out wherever possible. Let us know if we can be “a listening ear and a shoulder to lean on.” Just say “Abracadabra” and we will appear! We can’t make
anything disappear but perhaps we can conjure up some fun and excitement.
Who knows? – maybe we can bring some magic into your life.
Keep an eye out for Chaplain Trevor and Chaplain Mark throughout the
building. If you need to get in touch with us in a hurry, please let the nursing
staff know and they will pass on the request to the Spiritual Care team.
- Chaplain Mark -

RECREATION THERAPY NEWS
Even though we are starting to see restrictions
easing up, Covid-19 is still a major world concern.
Our provincial Public Health directives are still
changing as more is learned about this virus and
the current rates of infection are assessed, and the
Orders for Continuing Care are more restrictive
than those for the general public. The challenge
for the Recreation Department is finding a way to
deliver meaningful programs while following all the
Public Health requirements to keep our residents
and staff safe. Right now, this means working
without the benefit of families and volunteers
participating, while ensuring physical distancing
between participants and keeping the entire group
size (staff and residents) fewer than 15 people.
We have changed some of the ways we deliver
programs to work within the guidelines. Leisure
preferences are like diet preferences and are very
individualized, and so programming may look
different for different people. Recreation is now
here 7 days a week. We are spending more time
providing 1 on 1 activities for those would require
more help to participate. We are using the old
program week day schedule as a starting point for
planning, but are now moving programs outside as
the weather allows. This can be a challenge with
the maximum number of 15 people allowed, so in
order to allow as many as possible to have the
opportunity to enjoy the patio, you might not be
able to stay as long as you wish. We will try to get
everyone as many chances as possible!
We are hoping to restart start summer BBQs June
10th. As in previous years the main criteria is
ability to eat a regular diet, and the wish to have a
hamburger. We have started creating the list of
participants according to diet, and will now be
asking those on the list if they would like to attend.
When we have the final numbers we will see how
frequently everyone can attend. The BBQs will
happen on Wednesdays and be held inside if the
weather is poor. As we can’t have more than 15
people (including both residents and staff) in the
space at one time we will be offering two sittings.
We will try to take your dining time preference into
account when developing the portering schedule.
Like in past years your invitation will be posted in
your room the Friday before. Please let recreation
know if you can’t attend so another person can
have your spot. Please give us feedback on this new
procedure. I imagine that we will have a few bugs
to work out.

We are also figuring out how to restart our bus trips.
The challenge is ensuring that we have 6 feet between
everyone, so we will probably only be able to have a
total of 3 wheelchair spots per trip. Wheelchairs
come in many sizes so one master seating plan might
not work. The other mandatory rule is all
participants wear a mask through the duration of the
trip. This means that we will not be able to have our
ice-cream stop. It goes without saying that we are
not allow to disembark at shopping centers. Our
trips will be scenic drives. We would love ideas of
where you would like to go.
On a positive note we have started planting the
garden. Tomatoes, potatoes and seeds are in. We
started some flower from seeds but most are too
small to transplant. Our plant pots will be an
evolving project. Plants will go in when they are
available. It will be wonderful to see things start to
grow!
On May 15th we were lucky to have Erin MacKinnon
pipe for us in the park, and we were lucky to see the
Air Force Snowbirds flying overhead at the same
time! Erin is willing to do some of the piping practice
in the park so we can enjoy live music from the safe
confines of our yard. These practices will be a bit
spontaneous as nice weather and her availability
have to coincide. Don’t worry, when we know that
she is playing we will spread the word and get as
many of you out to enjoy the pipes as possible.
Thank you to all for your support as we explore new
ways of delivering recreation programs. Feedback
and ideas are always appreciated.
Carolyn,
Recreation Therapist

